Detecting chilling injury in Red Delicious apple using hyperspectral imaging and neural networks
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A B S T R A C T

Hyperspectral imaging (400–1000 nm) and artificial neural network (ANN) techniques were investigated for the detection of chilling injury in Red Delicious apples. A hyperspectral imaging system was established to acquire and pre-process apple images, as well as to extract apple spectral properties. Feed-forward back-propagation ANN models were developed to select the optimal wavelength(s), classify the apples, and detect firmness changes due to chilling injury. The five optimal wavelengths selected by ANN were 717, 751, 875, 960 and 980 nm. The ANN models were trained, tested, and validated using different groups of fruit in order to evaluate the robustness of the models. With the spectral and spatial responses at the selected five optimal wavelengths, an average classification accuracy of 98.4% was achieved for distinguishing between normal and injured fruit. The correlation coefficients between measured and predicted firmness values were 0.93, 0.91 and 0.92 for the training, testing, and validation sets, respectively. These results show the potential of the proposed techniques for detecting chilling injury and predicting apple firmness.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The world acreage of apple is 4,786,350 ha and the production is 63,875,324 tonnes (FAOSTAT, 2006). Generally, apple susceptibility to defects is affected by the nature of the variety, the growing conditions, the harvesting dates, postharvest treatment, and handling and storage conditions. External defects are usually easy to detect visually, especially when they present some contrast with normal tissues.

Chilling injury is among the most common disorders recognized by industry during the past few years. It is physiological damage to fruit cell membranes that may occur at any time due to harmful environmental conditions during the growing season, transportation, distribution, or storage, at the retail store, or even in a home refrigerator. Membrane damage is often followed by a cascade of secondary effects, such as ethylene production, an increase in respiration, a decrease in photosynthesis, and an alteration of cellular structure causing the fruits to be more susceptible to diseases. This injury first appears as a very slight browning discoloration of the flesh, sometimes accompanied by core browning. The discoloration is often ignored by untrained inspectors. As a result, the affected fruit can be misclassified as normal. However, chilling injury disorder of apples can progress quickly to make the fruit unmarketable (Watkins and Jackie Nock, 2004). Early detection and diagnosis of chilling injury is rather difficult, as the injured produce often looks sound as long as it remains in low temperatures. Symptoms become evident when the produce is placed in warmer temperatures. They may appear almost immediately, or take several days to develop (Skog, 1998). Damage in fruit cell membranes due to chilling injury affect normal firmness and lead the fruit to gain spongy texture. As a consequence, firmness change could be used as an indication of possible chilling injury. Increased demands for objectivity, consistency, and efficiency in defect detection techniques have necessitated the introduction of computer-based techniques that can substitute human inspection. The techniques should be rapid, precise, reliable and non-destructive. Hyperspectral imaging integrates spectroscopy and digital imaging techniques to provide spectral and spatial information simultaneously for the surface of interest on a target object. A hyperspectral image consists of a series of sub-images, each one representing the intensity distribution at a certain spectral band. When a fruit is exposed to light, about 4% of the incident light is reflected at the outer surface, causing specular reflectance, and the remaining incident energy is transmitted through the surface into the cellular structure of the produce where it is scattered by the small interfaces within the tissue or absorbed by cellular constituents (Birth, 1976). The reflected and re-emitted radiation can be measured and recorded as an absorption/reflectance spectrum (Bochereau et al., 1992). This spectrum is related to the chemical composition of the fruit, and...
spectra collected from fruit at different quality levels can therefore be quite different. Hyperspectral imaging is advantageous relative to spectroscopic techniques, which acquire the spectral data from a single point or from an integration of a small region on the tested fruit. Hyperspectral imaging acquires spatially distributed spectral responses at pixel levels, which allows flexible selection of regions of interest on a target object, e.g. variable sizes and locations. By incorporating adaptive algorithms, defect detection performance by hyperspectral imaging can be greatly improved. Hyperspectral imaging has been implemented in several applications, such as the inspection of poultry carcasses (Chao et al., 2001; Park et al., 2004), defect detection in cucumber (Mehl et al., 2004), chilling injury detection in cucumber (Liu et al., 2006), quality determination in fruits and vegetables (Kim et al., 2002; Polder et al., 2002; Cheng et al., 2004), estimation of physical and chemical properties in strawberry (Nagata et al., 2005), and firmness and soluble solids prediction in apple (Lu, 2004).

Artificial neural networks (ANN) have proven to be very effective in identification and classification of agricultural produce (Bochereau et al., 1992; Jayas et al., 2000), where non-coherence or non-linearity often exists. Kavdir and Guyer (2002, 2004) developed a back-propagation neural network (BPNN) with the textural features extracted from spatial distribution of color/gray levels to detect defects (leaf roller, bitter pit, russet, puncture and bruises) in Empire and Golden Delicious apples. Barreiro et al. (1997) tested different neural network approaches for bruise prediction in apple, pear and peach. Park and Chen (1996) integrated a feed-forward back-propagation ANN and a spectral imaging technique to separate wholesome chicken carcasses from unwholesome ones. The classification accuracies were 100% for calibration and 93.3% for validation. Hahn et al. (2004) analyzed visible and near-infrared spectra with a neural network for the detection of fungal rots in tomato. They reported that 96% of the infected tomato fruit were properly detected. Kim et al. (2000) compared the performance of a linear pattern recognition technique (i.e. linear discrimination analysis) with that of non-linear techniques based on multilayer perceptrons with variations on back-propagation learning to classify kiwi fruit grown under different conditions. It was concluded that ANNs appeared to be well suited to the classification of fruit grown or stored under different conditions.

The main objective of this study was to establish sufficiently robust models for the detection of chilling injury in Red Delicious apple using the tools of hyperspectral imaging and artificial neural networks. The specific objectives were: (a) to categorize spectral signatures for normal and chilling-injured Red Delicious apples; (b) to establish an ANN model for the selection of the optimal wavelength(s) for segregating normal apples versus injured apples; (c) to develop ANNs for monitoring firmness changes in Red Delicious apples based on spectral images at the selected optimal wavelength(s); and (d) to develop ANNs for fruit classification according to firmness levels.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Apple samples

Red Delicious apples were purchased from local retail stores. A total of 64 apples free from any abnormal features such as defects, bruises, diseases and contamination were selected. Chilling injury was stimulated in 32 apples by keeping them in a cold storage at −1 °C for 24 h. The injured apples were removed from the cold storage and kept at room temperature (20 ± 1 °C) for another 24 h to allow injury development. The other 32 apples were stored at room temperature (20 ± 1 °C) and used as control (normal) samples. The chilling injury developed from this method resulted in injuries in various locations in the checked area along the equatorial zone and also beside the stem and calyx regions of the apple. The external surface of the injured apples looked visually normal in terms of color and texture. All 64 apples (normal and injured) were used for training and testing an ANN for the selection of the optimal wavelength(s). To increase the robustness of the developed ANN models, another 20 Red Delicious apples were purchased in order to validate the ANN models and algorithms that were developed. Among the 20 apples, chilling injuries were stimulated on 10 apples using the previously described procedures. The other 10 apples were kept at room temperature and used as normal apples.

2.2. Hyperspectral imaging system

Hyperspectral images of the apples (normal and injured) were acquired using a lab-scale hyperspectral imaging system (Fig. 1) that consisted of a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (PCO-1600, PCO Imaging, Germany) connected to a spectrometer (ImSpector V10E, Optikon Co., Canada) coupled with a standard C-mount zoom lens. The optics of this imaging system allowed studying fruit properties associated with the spectral range of 400–1000 nm. The camera faced downward at a distance of 400 mm from the target. The sample was illuminated through a cubic tent made of white nylon fabric to provide uniform lighting conditions. The light source consisted of two 50 W halogen lamps mounted at a 45° angle from horizontal, fixed at 500 mm above the sample and spaced 900 mm apart on two opposite sides of the sample. The sample was put in a position that corresponded with the center of the field of view of the camera (300 mm × 300 mm), with calyx–stem end perpendicular to the camera lens to avoid any discrepancy between the normal surface and stem or calyces. The camera–spectrograph assembly was provided with a stepper motor to move this unit through the camera’s field of view to scan the apple line-by-line.

The spectral images were collected in a dark room where only the halogen light source was used. The exposure time was adjusted to 200 ms throughout the test. Each collected spectral image was stored as a three-dimensional image (x, y, λ). The spatial components (x, y) included 400 × 400 pixels, and the spectral component (λ) included 826 bands within 400–1000 nm range. The hyperspectral imaging system was controlled by a laptop Pentium M computer (processor speed: 2.0 GHz; RAM: 2.0 GB) preloaded and configured with the Hyperspectral Image Analyze software program (ProVision Technologies, Stennis Space Center, MO, USA). All spectral images acquired were processed and analyzed using the...

The hyperspectral images were calibrated with a white and a dark reference. The dark reference was used to remove the dark current effect of the CCD detectors, which are thermally sensitive. The calibrated image \( R \) was then defined using the following equation (Mehl et al., 2002; Xing and De Baerdemaeker, 2005):

\[
R = \frac{R_o - D}{W - D} \times 100
\]

where \( R_o \) is the acquired hyperspectral image, \( D \) is the dark image (with 0% reflectance) collected by turning off the light source by means of completely closing the lens of the camera, and \( W \) is the white reference image taken from a standard white reference board (Teflon white board with 99% reflectance). The calibrated images were used to extract information about the spectral properties of normal and injured apples with a view to optimizing the identification of chilling injury, the selection of effective wavelengths, the prediction of firmness, and classification.

### 2.3. Hyperspectral image acquisition

By using this hyperspectral imaging system, two hyperspectral images were acquired for each fruit in the training, testing and validation sets: one image was acquired for the intact apple and the other image, named “flesh image”, was recorded when the peel was completely removed from the fruit with a sharp knife. The flesh images were used to compare the characteristics and spectral signatures with the intact apples under normal and injured conditions.

### 2.4. Extraction of apple spectral properties

The first step in detecting chilling injury was to extract the spectral signatures representing chilling-injured apples and those representing normal apples. The detailed steps in extracting the spectral signature are illustrated in Fig. 2. Since one spectral image consisted of 826 sub-images of different intensities, the sub-image which presented the apple more contrasted compared with background were picked up to isolate the apple using global thresholding. Therefore, the sub-image at 550 nm, which represented the best contrast between the apple and background, was selected from the spectral space (826 sub-images) and segmented to act as a mask for excluding the background pixels. The white pixels in the mask were used as an area of interest (AOI) to extract the spectral data from the calibrated hyperspectral image. The mean reflectance spectrum from the AOI of each hyperspectral image was calculated by averaging the spectral value of all pixels in the AOI. In total, 64 average spectra (400–1000 nm) representing the 64 tested apples were calculated and stored for selection of the wavelength and development of the ANN model. The same procedure was also used to obtain the spectral signature of the apple flesh by extracting spectral feature from flesh images.

### 2.5. Fruit color measurement

To demonstrate the visual changes that occurred during chilling injury development, fruit color was measured for both the external peel and the internal flesh. The color image was constructed for each apple by combining the red (650 nm), green (500 nm) and blue (450 nm) band images from the calibrated hyperspectral data space to form an RGB (red–green–blue) image. All RGB images were transformed into the L*a*b* color space, where \( L^* \) stood for color lightness (0 indicates black and 100 indicates white), \( a^* \) defined the position between green and red (0 indicates green and 255 indicates red), and \( b^* \) indicated the position between blue and yellow (0 indicates blue and 255 indicates yellow). The RGB values were transformed into \( a^* \) and \( b^* \) color components in order to produce a better identification of color changes according to Vízhányó and Felföldi (2000). The color conversion process was conducted by means of a program written using MATLAB 7 (Release 14, The MathWorks Inc., MA, USA).

### 2.6. Firmness measurement

After spectral image acquisition, the firmness of each apple was measured with an Instron Universal Testing Machine (Model 4502, Series IX Automated Materials Testing System, Instron Corporation, MA, USA) using an 11-mm diameter plunger according to the standard method (ASAE, 1994). The plunger was pressed into the apple flesh to a depth of 9 mm at a speed of 0.83 mm s\(^{-1}\). The maximum force extracted from the force-deformation curve was used to indicate the apple firmness. The firmness test was conducted at two opposite positions on the equator of the apple surface and subsequently averaged. The average maximum force was used as the firmness index of the apple.

---

**Fig. 2.** Extraction of the fruit spectral signature: (a) selecting 550 nm image, (b) binarization (defining the AOI); (c) applying the mask; and (d) calculating the fruit spectral signature using only those at the white pixels in the mask.
2.7. Data volume reduction and optimal wavelength selection

The major disadvantage of the hyperspectral imaging technique is that handling the huge amount of data extracted from hyperspectral images requires extra time and resources. It is imperative that efficient manipulation procedures be used to reduce data dimensionality to its lowest level without losing functionality. In this study, instead of using the entire image volume (400 \( \times \) 400 \( \times \) 826), a reduced data cube with dimensions of 400 \( \times \) 400 \( \times \) \( n \), where \( n \) was the number of selected optimal wavelengths, was formed. The success of a classification algorithm based on the reduced data cube depended on the quality of the selection of the optimal wavelengths at which the spectral signatures could best describe each class. Although several wavelength selection techniques have been derived by researchers (e.g. Hruschka, 2001; Kim et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2003; Keskin et al., 2004; Mehl et al., 2004; Chong and Jun, 2005), the choice of a particular method depends on the nature of the problem, the size of the data set, ease of implementation and economic feasibility. In this study, an ANN was used for data volume reduction and wavelength selection on the basis of the fact that the network can change and adjust its knowledge by adjusting its weights according to the presented samples of data.

2.8. ANN Model 1 for selection of wavelength(s)

A multilayer BPNN, ANN Model 1, was developed to differentiate injured apples from normal ones (Fig. 3). Back-propagation was a canonical feed-forward network in which an error signal was fed back through the network, altering weights. BPNN was therefore a numerically intensive technique. Weights among the simple processing units of nodes were adjusted by iterating input patterns throughout the network until the error between the network output and the targeted output was minimized (Glorfeld, 1996). ANN Model 1 consisted of three layers: an input layer, an output layer and a hidden layer. The input layer had 826 nodes representing the spectral responses of an apple at each of the 826 wavelengths. Due to the large volume of data, only one hidden layer with five nodes was used. The number of nodes on the output layer was determined predominantly by the number of classes under investigation. Thus, two nodes were used: normal apples (coded as 1) and injured apples (coded as 0). A sigmoid function was used as a transfer function between the input and hidden layers, and a linear transfer function was used between the hidden and output layers. The network was trained for at least 20,000 epochs or until the error measurement approached 0.01%.

Among the 64 tested apples, 42 apples (both normal and injured) were randomly chosen as a training set to train the ANN model. The other 22 apples (both normal and injured) were used to test the model. This procedure was run three times on the same 64 apples; each time, 42 different apples were randomly selected for training, and the rest were used for testing. The outcomes of the three replications were averaged to calculate the importance of each variable.

The importance of each variable (wavelength) for the ANN model was evaluated using an index calculated by the following equation (Glorfeld, 1996):

\[
M = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n_H} |\sum_{k=1}^{n_p} |l|p_{j,k}|O_j|}{\sum_{j=1}^{n_p} |\sum_{k=1}^{n_H} |l|p_{j,k}|O_j|}
\]

where \( M \) is the importance measure for the input variable, \( n_p \) is the number of input variables (826), \( n_H \) is the number of hidden layer nodes (five nodes), \( |l|p_{j,k} \) is the absolute value of the hidden layer weight corresponding to the \( j \)th input variable and the \( k \)th hidden layer, and \( |O_j| \) is the absolute value of the output layer weight corresponding to the \( j \)th hidden layer.

Each input variable had five weights corresponding to the five nodes in the hidden layer of the ANN. The index \( M \) value was calculated for each input node and then normalized in the 0–1 range. The higher the \( M \) value, the more important the node (variable/wavelength) was for the classification of injured and normal apples.

2.9. ANN Model 2 for firmness prediction

Based on the number of wavelengths selected by ANN Model 1, the second feed-forward BPNN, ANN Model 2 was established to predict the firmness of the apples. The input layer consisted of the reflectance features at the selected optimal wavelengths (Fig. 4). The hidden layer contained three nodes. The output layer contained only one node to represent the apple firmness value. Sigmoid and linear functions were used as transfer functions, and over-fitting was avoided by using a Bayesian regularization training algorithm. The model was trained using 42 randomly selected apples and tested with the remaining 22 apples. The maximum number of iterations in training was set to 5000.

2.10. ANN Model 3 for classification of apples

ANN Model 3 was a revised version of ANN Model 2. The spectral responses at the five optimal wavelengths were used as input nodes. The output layer was modified to have two nodes: normal and injured classes. The network was trained using 42 randomly selected apples and tested with the remaining 22
apples, with each group containing both normal and injured apples. The maximum number of iterations in training was set to 5000.

The detailed procedures for detecting chilling injury and firmness changes in apples are illustrated in Fig. 5.

2.11. Test for robustness of the ANN models

The capability of the three ANN models for optimal wavelength selection, firmness prediction and classification was validated with a group of 20 apples purchased at a later stage in the experiment and called the validation set. Chilling injury was stimulated in 10 apples using the same method described previously. The same procedures were used for hyperspectral image acquisition, image pre-processing and firmness measurement. Model robustness was evaluated by comparing the correlation coefficients between the predicted and the actual firmness and among the classification accuracies obtained from the training, testing and validation sets.

2.12. Statistical analysis

The experimental results of color measurements and model evaluation were analyzed statistically using statistical toolbox of MATLAB 7 (Release 14, The MathWorks Inc., MA, USA). The calculations were performed at the significance level of $\alpha \leq 0.05$. 

Fig. 6. Spectral characteristics of normal and injured apples for (a) the external surface and (b) the internal flesh.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Spectral characteristics

Fig. 6a shows the average spectral signature of both normal and injured apples obtained from the apple surfaces. There were no significant differences between the normal and the injured apples in the visible range (400–700 nm), indicating that it was impossible to detect injured apples using machine vision systems that utilize gray-scale or color cameras. However, the distinction between normal and injured apples was obvious in the near-infrared region (700–1000 nm) due to chemical changes that occurred during chilling injury development. The internal spectral responses of the apple flesh that were obtained after removal of the peel are also illustrated (Fig. 6b). The difference between the flesh responses of both classes was clear, especially in the visible range, due to the browning effect of chilling injury development.

3.2. Color differences

The color differences between normal and injured apples for the external surface as well as for the internal flesh are shown in Table 1. The external surface (apple peel) exhibited the same appearance for both normal and injured apples, because there were no significant differences between the two classes for all color parameters (R, G, B, L*, a*, and b*). The results presented in Table 1 were in agreement with the spectral signatures of the apples in the visible range shown in Fig. 6a. However, there was a significant difference between the flesh of the normal apples and the flesh of the injured apples in all color parameters. If parameter a* is considered to be an indicator of browning (0 indicates green while 255 indicates red), the effect of chilling injury in terms of flesh browning can be evaluated. The a* value of normal flesh was 148.13 ± 4.81, which significantly differed from that of the injured flesh (159.76 ± 5.19). The higher a* value of injured apples indicated browning of the flesh compared with the flesh of the normal apples. Based on the spectral and color characteristics of normal and injured apples, it could be inferred that distinguishing injured apples from sound ones by means of visual methods is rather difficult.

3.3. Optimal wavelength selection

ANN Model 1 used the spectral responses on the entire spectral range (400–1000 nm) with 826 wavelengths and demonstrated excellent performance for detecting chilling injury effect, with 100% classification success for both the training and the testing samples. Fig. 7 presents the results obtained, along with the highest M values used to select the optimal wavelengths. “Optimal” wavelength(s) was used to denote to wavelength(s) that was/were sensitive to any physicochemical changes that occurred in the apples during chilling injury. Firmness was indirectly related to various attributes in the apples. Hence, differences between normal and injured apples in terms of their firmness were investigated. The same wavelengths used for discriminating apple classes could also be suitable for firmness changes due to chilling injury.

3.4. Firmness prediction

Fig. 6a shows the performance of ANN Model 2 for firmness prediction of the training (42 apples) and the testing (22 apples) sets. The correlation coefficient between measured and predicted firmness values was 0.93 and 0.91 for the training and testing sets, respectively. The root mean square error (RMSE) was 8.26 and 9.40 N for the training and testing sets, respectively. Because of the high correlation coefficient of ANN Model 2 for firmness prediction, this model could be applied to the detection of firmness change due to chilling injury effect. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for the classification of the 64 apples (training + testing) into normal and injured classes. A high classification accuracy of 98.4% was obtained with ANN Model 3.

3.5. Model robustness

Fig. 8b shows apple firmness predicted by ANN Model 2 for the validation set. The correlation coefficient between the actual and predicted firmness for the validation set was 0.92 with an RMSE value of 10.09 N. For classification, ANN Model 3 achieved 100%
success for categorization of the validation set into the two classes (normal and injured). Both results are therefore in agreement with the training and testing sets, indicating the robustness of the models for classification and firmness prediction of normal and injured Red Delicious apples.

3.6. Potential for production line implementation

The research conducted with the lab-scale hyperspectral imaging system provided the optimal wavelengths to be used in an industrial-scale multispectral imaging system for identifying chilled injured apples. The outcomes from this research study show that based on the spectral responses at the selected optimal wavelengths and the firmness and color changes as key parameters, chilled injured apples can be identified. To fine tune the selection of optimal wavelengths and the developed ANN models, more tests will be conducted with apple samples from different origins, at different ages, and with different level of chilling injuries. This will further improve the repeatability and reproducibly of the developed ANN models.

During the experiments of current study, all apple samples were intentionally placed in the light tent with a controlled orientation with the calyx–stem perpendicular to the camera lens to avoid any discrepancy between the normal surface and stem or calyces. In production line applications, a testing station with the multispectral system could be established at a selected location. A uniform lighting system and a specially designed sample holder could also be designed to eliminate edge and shadow effects and have some control on apple orientation. Such arrangements have proven effective in several industrial-scale image-based apple sorting systems.

4. Conclusions

A hyperspectral imaging system with a spectral range of 400–1000 nm was used for the detection of chilling injury in Red Delicious apples. There was no significant difference between normal and injured apples in terms of color parameters ($R$, $G$, $B$, $L^*$, $a^*$, and $b^*$). Five optimal wavelengths (717, 751, 875, 960 and 980 nm) were selected by an artificial neural network model (Model 1) based on the maximum weight assigned to the input nodes. With the selected optimal wavelengths instead of the whole spectral range (826 wavelengths), the correlation coefficients between the actual and predicted firmness obtained using ANN Model 2 were 0.93, 0.91 and 0.92 for the training, testing and validation sets, respectively. ANN Model 3 achieved an accuracy of 98.4% and 100% in distinguishing normal from injured apples for the training + testing set and the validation set, respectively.

In summary, the experimental results demonstrated that a spectral imaging system associated with ANN can successfully distinguish between chilling-injured apples and normal apples, as well as detect firmness changes. In essence, it is rather unpractical to establish a hyperspectral system with very narrow spectral resolution (~0.73 nm) in on-line applications. Instead, multispectral imaging (using only the selected optimal wavelengths) could solve the problem of speed requirements. Considering the importance of the data volume reduction obtained, spectral imaging systems using the selected wavelengths open a new avenue for application in commercial implementations to detect various quality disorders in produce.
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